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Abstract
We extend an existing approach of the bideterministic concatenation product of languages aiming at the study of three other
variants: unambiguous, left deterministic and right deterministic. Such an approach is based on monoid expansions. The proofs are
purely algebraic and use another approach, based on properties on the kernel category of a monoid relational morphism, without
going through the languages. This gives a uniﬁed fashion to deal with all these variants and allows us to better understand the
connections between these two approaches. Finally, we show that local ﬁniteness of an M-variety is transferred to the M-varieties
corresponding to these variants and apply the general results to the M-variety of idempotent and commutative monoids.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The concatenation product is one of the fundamental operations on recognizable languages and leads to difﬁcult
problems. Since Schützenberger’s Theorem [34] that characterizes star-free languages (i.e. languages that can be
obtained from ﬁnite languages by applying boolean operations and concatenation product a ﬁnite number of times) in
terms of properties of the syntactic monoid, the concatenation product has been widely studied in the literature; see for
instance [6,7,11,16,21,22,24,25,27–29,35,36,38,41,42].Most of this study concerns themarked product of recognizable
languages. This is a product of the form L0aL1, where L0 and L1 are languages and a is a letter. Every word of L0aL1
can be factorized in the form u0au1, where u0 is a word of L0 and u1 is a word of L1. The way to obtain such a
factorization gives rise to four variants of the concatenation product, which were introduced in [35] by Schützenberger:
unambiguous, left deterministic, right deterministic and bideterministic; see Section 3 for the deﬁnitions. Pin, Straubing
and Thérien, in [24], gave syntactic descriptions of the unambiguous product based on a construction that relies on the
kernel category of a relational morphism, a notion introduced in [32], and later, the author [9] showed that constructions
of that type also describe left deterministic, right deterministic and bideterministic products. On the other hand, Pin
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and Thérien [25] approached the bideterministic product by a different method, a construction that assigns to each
morphism from a free ﬁnitely generated monoid onto a ﬁnite monoid M an expansion of M.
This work of Pin, Straubing, Thérien and the author as well as most of the work about the concatenation product
is based on Eilenberg’s variety theory [12,19] and its analogue for ordered monoids, due to Pin [20]. Recall that
Eilenberg’s variety theory classiﬁes recognizable languages and ﬁnite monoids by means of an explicit one-to-one onto
correspondence between certain classes of recognizable languages, the varieties of languages or ∗-varieties, and certain
classes of ﬁnite monoids, the M-varieties or varieties of ﬁnite monoids. Later, Pin [20] introduced the positive varieties
of languages and the OM-varieties or varieties of ﬁnite ordered monoids and gave the analogue of this correspondence
for ordered monoids. More recently, Straubing [37] extended that theory to morphisms from free ﬁnitely generated
monoids onto ﬁnite monoids, called stamps in [23]; see also [11,14]. Our work follows the Eilenberg and Pin’s algebraic
approaches and hence requires some basic knowledge of semigroup theory. We refer the reader to [19,20,12] for an
introduction to these theories and for undeﬁned notation. We shall require some basic knowledge of Universal Algebra
in Sections 2 and 5.2. A good reference is [40].
In this paper we study the four aforementioned variants of the concatenation product. More precisely, we modify Pin
and Thérien’s construction [25] to get new constructions that suit unambiguous, left deterministic, right deterministic
and bideterministic products.We show that their functional properties make them expansions in the sense of Birget and
Rhodes [5]. For each variant of the concatenation product, we prove that the closure of a variety of languages under
this variant as well as the non-iterated application of this variant to a variety of languages correspond to M-varieties
described by one of these constructions. This generalizes some results of [25], however we use the categorical approach
of [9,24] instead of following a completely independent way as in [25], which could also be done. In fact, we will
see how to go directly from the categorical approach to the expansion approach and vice versa without going through
the languages. Positive varieties of languages and OM-varieties will also be considered. These new expansions will
be compared with the Rhodes and Karnofsky–Rhodes expansions cut to the generators as well as with an expansion
given in [13] related to the block product of monoids. We also show that a certain type of functors, which include
those deﬁning these four expansions, preserves local ﬁniteness of an M-variety. Finally, as an example, we study
the application of these expansions to J1, the M-variety of ﬁnite idempotent and commutative monoids. The result
of the iterated application of these expansions to J1 is well known; see Section 5. However, characterizations of the
M-varieties obtained from J1 by non-iterated application of these expansions were unknown. We will give ﬁnite bases
of identities for each of these four M-varieties and we will characterize the corresponding varieties of languages.
2. Algebraic preliminaries
2.1. Monoids, ordered monoids and categories
Since we only deal with monoids, throughout this paper all morphisms between monoids are monoid morphisms
(the image of the identity is the identity). This also applies to relational morphisms (the image of the identity contains
the identity). In this paper maps and relational morphisms will be written on the right of their arguments. An ordered
monoid is a pair (M, ), usually denoted simply by M, where M is a monoid and  is a stable partial order on M, that
is a partial order on M such that, for every x, y, z ∈ M , xy implies xzyz and zxzy. Every monoid equipped with
the equality relation is an ordered monoid, which allows to consider any monoid as an ordered monoid. A morphism
of ordered monoids from (M, ) into (N, ) is a monoid morphism  : M → N such that xy implies xy
for any x, y ∈ M . If, furthermore,  is surjective, (N, ) is said to be a quotient of (M, ). Ordered submonoid and
direct product of ordered monoids are deﬁned in the natural way. An M-variety, or variety of ﬁnite monoids, is a class
of ﬁnite monoids closed under taking submonoids, quotients and ﬁnite direct products. Similarly, an OM-variety, or a
variety of ﬁnite ordered monoids, is a class of ﬁnite ordered monoids closed under taking ordered submonoids, ordered
quotients and ﬁnite ordered direct products. When the word ﬁnite is dropped we obtain the deﬁnitions of variety of
monoids and variety of ordered monoids. See [1–3,8,12,19,20,26,30,40].
The word alphabet will mean any set, not necessarily ﬁnite. We denote by A∗ the free monoid over A and by 1
its identity, the empty word. Given u ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A, we denote by C(u) the content of u, that is the set of letters
occurring in u, by |u| the length of u and by |u|a the number of occurrences of a in u. The syntactic congruence of
a language L of A∗ will be denoted by ∼L. A set of languages of A∗ containing both ∅ and A∗ is a positive boolean
algebra if it is closed under ﬁnite union and ﬁnite intersection.
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A positive variety of languages is a correspondence V that associates to each ﬁnite alphabet A a positive boolean
algebraA∗V of recognizable languages ofA∗ such that, for any ﬁnite alphabetsA andB, a ∈ A, morphism : B∗ → A∗
and L ∈ A∗V , one has a−1L,La−1 ∈ A∗V and L−1 ∈ B∗V . A variety of languages is a positive variety of languages
closed under complement. A well known theorem due to Eilenberg [12] (see also [19]) states that there exists a one-
to-one onto correspondence between M-varieties and varieties of languages, and Pin [20] showed the analogue for
OM-varieties and positive varieties of languages. These correspondences are given in a very natural way. M-varieties
andOM-varieties will both be denoted by boldface capital letters, such asV, and the correspondent varieties or positive
varieties of languages will generally be denoted by the same letter but written calligraphically.
Given a class C of monoids and an alphabet A, we denote by FA(C) the free monoid in the variety generated by C
over A, which is the quotient monoid A∗/(C, A), where (C, A) is the fully invariant congruence on A∗ formed by
all pairs (u, v) ∈ A∗ × A∗ such that C satisﬁes the equality u = v. The natural morphism from A∗ to FA(C) will be
denoted by C,A. An M-variety or OM-variety V is said to be locally ﬁnite if FA(V) is ﬁnite for each ﬁnite alphabet
A. This is equivalent to saying that FA(V) ∈ V for each ﬁnite alphabet A.
Let C be a category. Its objects set is denoted by Obj(C) and its set of arrows from an object a into an object
b is denoted by C(a, b). Two objects of C are said to be bonded to each other if they belong to the same strongly
connected component of C (considered as a graph). If |C(a, a)| = 1 for every a ∈ Obj(C), the category C is said
to be locally trivial. It is easy to show that this is equivalent to |C(a, b)| = 1 for every a, b ∈ Obj(C) such that
a and b are bonded to each other; see [24]. For an introduction to categories in the theory of ﬁnite semigroups
see [39].
2.2. Expansions
We denote by M the category deﬁned as follows: objects are the triples (A,M,), where A is an alphabet, M
is a monoid and  : A∗ → M is a surjective morphism; arrows from (A1,M1,1) to (A2,M2,2) are the pairs
(, ), where  : A∗1 → A∗2 and  : M1 → M2 are morphisms such that 2 = 1; composition of arrows is deﬁned
componentwise. The analogous category for ordered monoids and ordered monoid morphisms will be denoted byOM.
When A is ﬁxed and the ﬁrst component of the arrows is the identity map on A∗, we obtain subcategories of those ones,
denoted by MA and OMA, respectively. In these categories we omit the ﬁrst component of the objects and the ﬁrst
component of the arrows and we represent them as pairs and morphisms, respectively. Notice that M is a subcategory
of OM since any monoid can be regarded as an ordered monoid with the equality as partial order relation. Given
subcategories C and D of OM such that C ⊆ D, an expansion of C into D is a pair (F, ), where F is a functor from
C to D that ﬁxes the ﬁrst component in the objects and in the arrows and  is a natural transformation from F to the
inclusion functor of C intoD such that, for any object (A,M,) of C, the ﬁrst component of (A,M,) is the identity
map of A∗. Notice that our deﬁnition of expansion generalizes the one given by Birget and Rhodes [5]. See [15] for an
historical perspective on expansions.
Given a functor F from M to OM ﬁxing the ﬁrst component in the objects and in the arrows, the images of an
object (A,M,) and an arrow (, ) of M by F will de denoted by (A,MF ,F ) and (, F ), respectively. The next
result will be required in Section 5.
Proposition 2.1. Let V be a locally ﬁnite M-variety and let F be a functor from M to itself (resp. OM) that ﬁxes
the ﬁrst component in the objects and in the arrows. Then, for any alphabet A, the monoid (resp. ordered monoid)
(FA(V))F obtained from (A, FA(V), V,A) by applying F is free over A in the variety of monoids (resp. ordered
monoids) generated by the class of monoids (resp. ordered monoids) of the form MF obtained by applying F to the
objects (B,M,) of M, where M ∈ V and B is a ﬁnite alphabet.
Proof. We only consider the case where F is functor from M to M, the order case is similar. Let U be the variety of
monoids described in the statement.
Let A be an alphabet and consider the object (A, (FA(V))F , (V,A)F ), the image of (A, FA(V), V,A) by F. Let us
see that ((FA(V))F , (V,A)F \A) has the universal mapping property for U over A. Let (B,M,) be an object of M,
where M ∈ V and B is a ﬁnite alphabet, and let  : A∗ → MF be a morphism. Since F : B∗ → MF is surjective
there exists a morphism  : A∗ → B∗ such that  = F . Then there exists a morphism  : FA(V) → FB(V)
such that  V,B = V,A . Let 	 : FB(V) → M be a morphism such that  = V,B	. Hence (, ) is an arrow
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from (A, FA(V), V,A) to (B, FB(V), V,B) and (idB∗ , 	) is an arrow from (B, FB(V), V,B) to (B,M,), and so
(, F 	F ) is an arrow from (A, (FA(V))F , (V,A)F ) to (B,MF ,F ). In particular, (V,A)FF 	F = F = .
To conclude that (FA(V))F ∈ U we will show that the ﬁnitely generated submonoids of (FA(V))F are in U. Let M
be such a monoid and let B be a ﬁnite alphabet and 
 : B∗ → (FA(V))F be a morphism such that B
 generates M. As
before there exists a morphism F : (FB(V))F → (FA(V))F such that 
 = (V,B)F F . Then M = (FB(V))F F and,
therefore, M ∈ U since V is locally ﬁnite. 
2.3. Kernel categories
We borrow from [24,9] the following deﬁnitions on the kernel category of a relational morphism.
Let M and N be monoids and let  : M → N be a relational morphism. One associates to  three categories, →K,←
K and K, deﬁned as follows.
• Obj(→K) = N and →K(n1, n2) = {(m, n) | m ∈ M,n ∈ m, n1n = n2};
• Obj(←K) = N and ←K(n1, n2) = {(m, n) | m ∈ M,n ∈ m, n1 = nn2};
• Obj(K) = N × N and K((n1, n2), (n′1, n′2)) = {(m, n) | m ∈ M,n ∈ m, n1n = n′1, n2 = nn′2}.
In all cases, the product of arrows (m, n) and (m′, n′) is the arrow (mm′, nn′).
Suppose (M, ) is an ordered monoid.We deﬁne a stable quasiorder 
 onK by setting, for every pair of coterminal
arrows
(m, n) 
 (m′, n′) if and only if m1mm2m1m′m2, for allm1 ∈ n1−1, m2 ∈ n′2−1.
Let ∼ be the congruence associated with 
:
(m, n) ∼ (m′, n′) if and only if (m, n) 
 (m′, n′) and (m′, n′) 
 (m, n).
The quotient category Ker() = K/∼ is the kernel category of . The quasiorder 
 on K induces, in a natural way,
a stable order  on Ker(). We thus obtain an ordered category induced by  and the order on M. If the order relation
on the monoid M is the equality, then the order relation on the category Ker() is also the equality.
In the categoryK, or in the category Ker(), two objects (n1, n2), (n′1, n′2) ∈ Obj(K) = Obj(Ker()) are left (resp.
right) bonded to each other if, in the category →K (resp.
←
K), the objects n1, n′1 (resp. n2, n′2) are bonded to each other.
In K, or in Ker(), a path c0
s1−→ c1 s2−→ · · · cn−1 sn−→ cn is a bonded factorization if, for each i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, ci
and ci+1 are left or right bonded to each other.An arrow a
s−→ b inK (resp. Ker()) has a bonded factorization if there
exists a bonded factorization a = c0 s1−→ c1 s2−→ · · · cn−1 sn−→ cn = b in K (resp. Ker()) such that s = s1s2 · · · sn. If
 is surjective, “left bonded” and “right bonded” relations can be described in terms of Green’s relations on the monoid
N: two objects (n1, n2), (n′1, n′2) in K are left (resp. right) bonded to each other if and only if n1 R n′1 (resp. n2 L n′2).
3. Concatenation product
3.1. Deﬁnitions
Let A be an alphabet. Let a be a letter of A and let L0, L1 ⊆ A∗. Let us consider the marked product
L0aL1 = {u ∈ A∗ | u = u0au1, for some u0 ∈ L0 and u1 ∈ L1}.
The product L = L0aL1 is said to be unambiguous if every word u of L has a unique factorization of the form
u = u0au1, with u0 ∈ L0 and u1 ∈ L1. It is left deterministic if every word of L has a unique preﬁx in L0a.
Analogously, the product L0aL1 is right deterministic if every word of L has a unique sufﬁx in aL1. It is said to be
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bideterministic if it is both left and right deterministic. These notions can be generalized as follows. Let a1, . . . , an be
letters of A and let L0, . . . , Ln ⊆ A∗. The product L = L0a1L1 · · · anLn is said to be unambiguous if every word u
of L has a unique factorization of the form u = u0a1u1 · · · anun, with u0 ∈ L0, . . . , un ∈ Ln; this is equivalent to the
n binary products (L0a1L1 · · · ai−1Li−1)ai(Liai+1Li+1 · · · anLn) being unambiguous. The product L0a1L1 · · · anLn
is left deterministic (resp. right deterministic) if the n binary products (L0a1L1 · · · ai−1Li−1)ai(Liai+1Li+1 · · · anLn)
are left deterministic (resp. right deterministic).
3.2. Factorizations
Given an alphabet A, we call a triple (x0, a, x1) ∈ A∗ × A × A∗ a factorization, and we say that (x0, a, x1) ∈
A∗ × A × A∗ is a factorization of a word x ∈ A∗ if x = x0ax1.
We now ﬁx a surjective morphism  from a free monoid A∗ to a monoid M.
A triple (x0, a, x1) ∈ A∗ ×A×A∗ is said to be an R-factorization (resp. L-factorization) if (x0a) <R x0 (resp.
(ax1) <L x1). The triple (x0, a, x1) is said to be an (L,R)-factorization if (x0a) <R x0 and (ax1) <L x1.We
say that the factorization (x0, a, x1) is unambiguous if there is nou ∈ A∗ such that x0 = (x0au) and (uax1) = x1.
We say that two factorizations (x0, a, x1) and (y0, b, y1) are equivalent if x0 = y0, a = b and x1 = y1.
We omit the proof of the following lemma, since it is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 of [25].
Lemma 3.1. Let (x0, a, x1) be an R-factorization (resp. L-factorization, unambiguous factorization) and let x′0 be a
sufﬁx of x0 and x′1 be a preﬁx of x1. Then (x′0, a, x′1) is also an R-factorization (resp. L-factorization, unambiguousfactorization).
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an alphabet, M be a monoid and  : A∗ → M be a surjective morphism. Let x, y ∈ A∗. Given
an R-factorization (resp. L-factorization, (L,R)-factorization, unambiguous factorization) of x, there exists at most
one factorization of y equivalent to it.
Proof. It is enough to show that there cannot exist two different and equivalentR-factorizations (resp.L-factorizations,
(L,R)-factorizations, unambiguous factorizations) of y. Suppose that y = y0ay1ay2 such that (y0, a, y1ay2) and
(y0ay1, a, y2) are equivalent factorizations. Then y0 = (y0ay1)R(y0a) R y0 and so y0R (y0a). Hence
(y0, a, y1ay2) is not an R-factorization. Similarly, (y0ay1, a, y2) is not an L-factorization. We also have y0 =
(y0ay1) and (y1ay1ay2) = (y1ay2), hence (y0, a, y1ay2) is not an unambiguous factorization either. 
4. Expansions
4.1. Expansions deﬁned by factorizations
We will deﬁne ﬁve binary relations on A∗. First, let ∼ld, denote the binary relation on A∗ deﬁned by setting
x ∼ld, y if and only if the following three conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) x = y;
(2) each R-factorization of x is equivalent to some R-factorization of y;
(3) each R-factorization of y is equivalent to some R-factorization of x.
We deﬁne the relations ∼rd,, ∼bd, and ∼un, in an analogous manner with regard to L-factorizations, (L,R)-
factorizations and unambiguous factorizations, respectively. Finally, we deﬁne a binary relation 
 on A∗ by setting
x 
 y if and only if the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) x = y;
(2) each (L,R)-factorization of y is equivalent to some (L,R)-factorization of x.
Notice that, for every x, y ∈ A∗, one has x ∼bd, y if and only if x 
 y and y 
 x.
The next lemma will be useful later.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an alphabet, M be a monoid and  : A∗ → M be a surjective morphism. Let x, y ∈ A∗.
Suppose that x ∼ld, y (resp. x ∼rd, y, x ∼bd, y, x ∼un, y) and x = x0a1x1a2x2 such that (x0, a1, x1a2x2) and
(x0a1x1, a2, x2) areR-factorizations (resp.L-factorizations, (L,R)-factorizations, unambiguous factorizations) of x.
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Then y = y0a1y1a2y2 such that (y0, a1, y1a2y2) and (y0a1y1, a2, y2) are factorizations equivalent to (x0, a1, x1a2x2)
and (x0a1x1, a2, x2), respectively.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there exist exactly two factorizations of y equivalent to factorizations (x0, a1, x1a2x2) and
(x0a1x1, a2, x2) of x. Suppose they are (y0a2y1, a1, y2) and (y0, a2, y1a1y2), respectively. Then
x0 = (y0a2y1) = (x0a1x1a2y1)R(x0a1)Rx0,
and so x0R (x0a1). Hence (x0, a1, x1a2x2) is not an R-factorization. Analogously, (x0a1x1, a2, x2) is not an
L-factorization. Furthermore,
x0 = (y0a2y1) = (x0a1x1a2y1)
and
(x1a2y1a1x1a2x2) = (x1a2y1a1y2) = (x1a2x2),
so the factorization (x0, a1, x1a2x2) is not unambiguous either. 
The proof of the following result is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [25], which uses Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 4.2. The relations ∼ld,, ∼rd,, ∼bd, and ∼un, are congruences on A∗ and 
 is a quasiorder on A∗
compatible with the product.
Proposition 4.2 allows us to deﬁne the quotientmonoidsMld, = A∗/∼ld,,Mrd, = A∗/∼rd,,Mbd, = A∗/∼bd,
and Mun, = A∗/∼un,. The respective natural morphisms are denoted by ld : A∗ → Mld,, rd : A∗ → Mrd,,
bd : A∗ → Mbd, and un : A∗ → Mun,. Furthermore, two words that are congruent for one of these equivalences
also have the same image under . Therefore, there exist surjective morphisms ̂ld : Mld, → M , ̂rd : Mrd, → M ,
̂bd : Mbd, → M and ̂un : Mun, → M such that  = ld ̂ld = rd ̂rd = bd ̂bd = un ̂un. A partial order 
on Mbd, can be deﬁned as follows: for every x, y ∈ A∗,
xbd  ybd if and only if x 
 y.
Thus (Mbd,, ) is an ordered monoid.
Proposition 4.3. If A and M are ﬁnite, then Mld,, Mrd,, Mbd, and Mun, are also ﬁnite.
Proof. We only prove that Mbd, is ﬁnite. For the other monoids the proof is similar.
For each x ∈ A∗, let
Fx = {(x0, a, x1) ∈ M × A × M | (x0, a, x1) is an (L,R)-factorization of x}.
Since, for every x, y ∈ A∗, we have x ∼bd, y if and only if x = y and Fx = Fy , we obtain the mapping
Mbd, → M × P(M × A × M),
xbd → (x, Fx),
which is injective. It follows that the monoid Mbd, is ﬁnite, since M and A are ﬁnite. 
To simplify, the following statement concerns only the constructions Mld, and Mbd,, but it also holds for Mrd,
and Mun,. It says that these constructions give in fact expansions of M into itself and of M into OM.
Proposition 4.4. Let A and B be alphabets, M and N be monoids and let  : A∗ → M ,  : B∗ → N ,  : A∗ → B∗
and  : M → N be morphisms such that  and  are surjective and  = .
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Then there exist a morphism ld : Mld, → Nld, and an ordered monoid morphism bd : (Mbd,, ) →
(Nbd,, ) such that the following diagrams commute:
Proof. We only prove the existence of bd, the remainder is similar.
Let x, y ∈ A∗ and suppose that x 
 y.We will show that x 
 y. Let (v0, b, v1) be an (L,R)-factorization of y
with respect to . We have y = v0bv1, so y = y0ay1, where y0, y1 ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A such that, for certain u,w ∈ B∗,
a = ubw, v0 = (y0)u and v1 = w(y1). Let us see that (y0, a, y1) is an (L,R)-factorization with respect to . If
(y0a)R y0, there exists z ∈ A∗ such that y0 = (y0az), and so y0 = (y0az), that is y0 = (y0az). Then
v0 = (y0)u R y0 = (y0az) = ((y0)ubw(z)) R ((y0)ub) = (v0b),
which gives a contradiction. Thus, (y0a) <R y0. Similarly, one can prove that (ay1) <L y1. Hence, (y0, a, y1)
is an (L,R)-factorization of y with respect to . Since x 
 y, there exists an (L,R)-factorization (x0, a, x1) of x
equivalent to (y0, a, y1). In particular, x0 = y0 and x1 = y1. Hence, x0 = y0 and x1 = y1 and thus
((x0)u, b,w(x1)) is an (L,R)-factorization of x equivalent to (v0, a, v1). Therefore, x 
 y.
This shows that there exists an ordered monoid morphism bd : (Mbd,, ) → (Nbd,, ) satisfying bdbd =
bd. The equality bd̂bd = ̂bd comes from the surjectivity of bd and the fact that
bd bd ̂bd = bd ̂bd =  =  = bd ̂bd .
Hence the diagram commutes. 
Proposition 4.4 shows, in the particular case that A = B and  is the identity map, that these constructions also give
expansions cut to generators of MA in itself and of MA in OMA. In the case of the construction Mbd, this property
was given in [25].
4.2. Expansions and the kernel categories
We shall now present four properties on a relational morphism  : M → N , denoted by (ld), (rd), (bd) and (pbd),
which will be connected with variants of the concatenation product of languages. We say that  satisﬁes property
• (ld) if, for every a, b ∈ Obj(Ker()) such that a and b are left bonded to each other, we have |Ker()(a, b)|1;
• (rd) if, for every a, b ∈ Obj(Ker()) such that a and b are right bonded to each other, we have |Ker()(a, b)|1;
• (bd) if, for every a, b ∈ Obj(Ker()), there exists at most one arrow in Ker()(a, b) with a bonded factorization.
Suppose that (M, ) is an ordered monoid. We say that  satisﬁes property
• (pbd) if, for every a, b ∈ Obj(K) and every pair of arrows s, t ∈ K(a, b) such that t has a bonded factorization,
we have s 
 t .
Property (pbd) means that  satisﬁes property (bd) and, for every a, b ∈ Obj(Ker()), the unique arrow of Ker()(a, b)
with bonded factorization, if it exists, is the –maximum element of Ker()(a, b).
Proposition 4.5. Let A be an alphabet, M be a monoid and  : A∗ → M be a surjective morphism.
The morphisms ̂ld : Mld, → M and ̂rd : Mrd, → M satisfy properties (ld) and (rd), respectively. The morphism
̂bd : Mbd, → M satisﬁes (bd) and (pbd) (relative to the order ). Further, the kernel category of the morphism
̂un : Mun, → M is locally trivial.
Proof. Concerning the ﬁrst two sentences, we only prove that ̂bd satisﬁes (bd) and (pbd), since for the othermorphisms
the proofs are similar to this one. Property (pbd) implies property (bd), so we only have to prove that ̂bd satisﬁes (pbd).
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Suppose that, in the category K̂bd , we have the situation
where, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, the objects (mi,1,mi,2) and (mi+1,1,mi+1,2) are left or right bonded to each other.
We claim that (s, s̂bd) 
 (s1, s1̂bd) · · · (sp−1, sp−1̂bd), that is, for every r ∈ m1,1̂bd−1, t ∈ mp,2̂bd−1, one has
rstrs1 · · · sp−1t .
Let r ∈ m1,1̂bd−1, t ∈ mp,2̂bd−1 and let x, z, y, y1, . . . , yp−1 ∈ A∗ be such that
xbd = r, zbd = t, ybd = s and yibd = si, i ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}.
We need to show that xyz 
 xy1 · · · yp−1z. One has
x = r̂bd = m1,1, z = t̂bd = mp,2, y = s̂bd and yi = si̂bd, i ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}
and hence
(yz) = (y1 · · · yp−1z) and (xy) = (xy1 · · · yp−1).
It follows that (xyz) = (xy1 · · · yp−1z). Let (u0, a, u1) be an (L,R)-factorization of xy1 · · · yp−1z. We claim that
either u0a is a preﬁx of x or au1 is a sufﬁx of z. Indeed, suppose that, for some j ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, yj = yj0ayj1 ,
u0 = xy1 · · · yj−1yj0 and u1 = yj1yj+1 · · · yp−1z (yj0 , yj1 ∈ A∗). By hypothesis, (mj,1,mj,2) and (mj+1,1,mj+1,2)
are left or right bonded to each other. If they are left bonded to each other, that is mj,1 Rmj+1,1, then
u0 R (xy1 · · · yj−1) = mj,1 R mj+1,1 = (xy1 · · · yj−1yj0ayj1) R (xy1 · · · yj−1yj0a) = (u0a),
contradicting the assumption that (u0, a, u1) is an (L,R)-factorization. Similarly, the objects (mj,1,mj,2) and (mj+1,1,
mj+1,2) cannot be right bonded to each other. This proves the claim. If x = u0ax′ for some x′ ∈ A∗, then (u0, a, x′yz)
is a factorization of xyz equivalent to (u0, a, u1). If z = z′au1 for some z′ ∈ A∗, then (xyz′, a, u1) is a factorization of
xyz equivalent to (u0, a, u1). Therefore, xyz 
 xy1 · · · yp−1z.
For the last statement of the proposition,weproceed as before.Let (m1,m2) ∈ Obj(K̂un) and let (s, s̂un), (s′, s′̂un)
∈ K̂un((m1,m2), (m1,m2)). We will show that, for every r ∈ m1̂un−1, t ∈ m2̂un−1, one has rst = rs′t .
Let r ∈ m1̂un−1 and t ∈ m2̂un−1 and let x, z, y, y′ ∈ A∗ such that
xun = r, zun = t, yun = s and y′un = s′.
Let us see that xyz ∼un, xy′z. One has
x = r̂un = m1, z = t̂un = m2, y = s̂un and y′ = s′̂un.
Then
(xy) = x = (xy′) and (yz) = z = (y′z).
Hence (xyz) = (xy′z). Let (u0, a, u1) be an unambiguous factorization of xyz.We cannot have y = y0ay1,u0 = xy0
and u1 = y1z, for some y0, y1 ∈ A∗. Otherwise,
u0 = (xy0) = (xyy0) = (xy0ay1y0) = (u0ay1y0)
and
u1 = (y1z) = (y1yz) = (y1y0ay1z) = (y1y0au1).
If x = u0ax′ and u1 = x′yz, for some x′ ∈ A∗, then (u0, a, x′y′z) is a factorization of xy′z equivalent to (u0, a, u1).
If z = z′au1 and u0 = xyz′, for some z′ ∈ A∗, then (xy′z′, a, u1) is a factorization of xy′z equivalent to (u0, a, u1).
Analogously we can show that every unambiguous factorization of xy′z is equivalent to some factorization of xyz. 
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The next three propositions go in the opposite direction of Proposition 4.5.
Proposition 4.6. Let M and N be monoids and let  : M → N be a surjective morphism. If  satisﬁes property (ld)
(resp. (rd), (bd)), then M is a quotient of a monoid of the form Nld, (resp. Nrd,, Nbd,). In the case that M is ﬁnite,
Nld, (resp. Nrd,, Nbd,) can be constructed from a ﬁnite alphabet.
Proof. Consider a surjective morphism  : A∗ → M , for some alphabet A. Let  =  : A∗ → N and Nbd, =
A∗/∼bd,. Suppose that  satisﬁes (bd). We will prove that, for any x, y ∈ A∗, x ∼bd, y implies x = y.
Let x, y ∈ A∗ such that x ∼bd, y. One has x = y.
First, we shall consider the case in which x has no (L,R)-factorization. Set x = a1 · · · an, where a1, . . . , an ∈ A.
Hence none of the triples
(1, a1, a2 · · · an), (a1, a2, a3 · · · an), . . . , (a1 · · · an−1, an, 1)
is an (L,R)-factorization. This implies that, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
(a1 · · · ai−1ai)R (a1 · · · ai−1) or (aiai+1 · · · an)L (ai+1 · · · an).
Hence, in the category K, the arrow (1, x)
(x,x)−−−−→ (x, 1) admits the bonded factorization
(1, x)
(a1,a1)−−−−−→ (a1, (a2 · · · an)) (a2,a2)−−−−−→ ((a1a2), (a3 · · · an))
(a3,a3)−−−−−→ · · · ((a1 · · · an−1), an) (an,an)−−−−−−→ (x, 1).
Since x ∼bd, y, the word y has no (L,R)-factorization either, so the arrow (1, x) = (1, y) (y,y)−−−−→ (y, 1) =
(x, 1) also admits a bonded factorization. Since  satisﬁes (bd), one has (x, x) ∼ (y, y). So 1·x·1 = 1·y·1,
that is x = y.
Second, let us consider the case where x has at least an (L,R)-factorization. Then so does y, since x ∼bd, y.
We can then write x = x0b1x1b2x2 · · · bpxp, where x0, . . . , xp ∈ A∗ and b1, . . . , bp ∈ A, such that the triples
(x0, b1, x1b2x2 · · · bpxp), (x0b1x1, b2, x2 · · · bpxp), . . . , (x0b1x1 · · · bp−1xp−1, bp, xp)
are the unique (L,R)-factorizations of x. By Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1, y = y0b1y1b2y2 · · · bpyp, where y0, . . . , yp ∈ A∗,
such that
(y0, b1, y1b2y2 · · · bpyp), (y0b1y1, b2, y2 · · · bpyp), . . . , (y0b1y1 · · · bp−1yp−1, bp, yp)
are the unique (L,R)-factorizations of y and, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the factorizations
(x0b1x1 · · · bi−1xi−1, bi, xi · · · bpxp) and (y0b1y1 · · · bi−1yi−1, bi, yi · · · bpyp)
are equivalent.
Let i ∈ {0, . . . , p}. If xi = 1, then the arrow
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bi), (xibi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (xi,xi)−−−−−→ ((x0b1 · · · xi−1bixi), (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp))
is a bonded factorization. Now, suppose that xi = 1 and set xi = c1 · · · ck , where c1, . . . , ck ∈ A. Then, for every
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, one has
(x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1 · · · cj−1cj )R (x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1 · · · cj−1)
or
(cj cj+1 · · · ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)L (cj+1 · · · ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp),
since (x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1 · · · cj−1, cj , cj+1 · · · ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp) is not an (L,R)-factorization. Thus, in the category
K, the arrow
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bi), (xibi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (xi,xi)−−−−−→ ((x0b1 · · · xi−1bixi), (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp))
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has the bonded factorization
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bi), (xibi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (c1,c1)−−−−−→
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1), (c2 · · · ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (c2,c2)−−−−−→
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1c2), (c3 · · · ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (c3,c3)−−−−−→ · · ·
· · · ((x0b1 · · · xi−1bic1 · · · ck−1), (ckbi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (ck,ck)−−−−−→
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bixi), (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)).
Similarly, we conclude that the arrow
((y0b1 · · · yi−1bi), (yibi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp)) (yi,yi)−−−−−→ ((y0b1 · · · yi−1biyi), (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp))
has a bonded factorization. From the equivalence of the (L,R)-factorizations of x and y (with respect to themorphism)
and the fact that  satisﬁes (bd), we deduce
(x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp) = (x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)
and
(x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp) = (x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp).
Now, we have
x = (x0b1 · · · xp−1bpxp)= (x0b1 · · · xp−1bpyp)
= (x0b1 · · · xp−2bp−1yp−1bpyp)
...
= (y0b1 · · · yp−1bpyp)
= y.
Therefore, we obtain the mapping  : Nbd, → M , xbd → x, which is a surjective morphism.
For the properties (ld) and (rd), the proof is similar. 
The previous proposition can be adapted to ordered monoids as follows.
Proposition 4.7. Let (M, ) be an ordered monoid and N be a monoid. Let  : M → N be a surjective morphism
satisfying property (pbd). Then (M, ) is an ordered quotient of an ordered monoid of the form (Nbd,, ). In the
case that M is ﬁnite, Nbd, can be constructed from a ﬁnite alphabet.
Proof. We adapt the proof of Proposition 4.6. Take the morphisms  and  and the monoid Nbd, as in the previous
proof. Property (pbd) implies property (bd) and so, as we proved, one has the surjective morphism  : Nbd, → M ,
xbd → x. We will show that, for every x, y ∈ A∗, ybdxbd implies yx. Let x, y ∈ A∗ such that
ybdxbd, i.e. y 
 x. Then x = y.
Suppose that x has no (L,R)-factorization with respect to . So, in the category K, the arrow (1, x) (x,x)−−−−→
(x, 1) has a bonded factorization. We also have the arrow (1, x) = (1, y) (y,y)−−−−→ (y, 1) = (x, 1), therefore
it follows from the fact that  satisﬁes (pbd) that 1 · y · 11 · x · 1, i.e. yx.
Assume now that x has at least one (L,R)-factorization.We canwrite x = x0b1x1b2x2 · · · bpxp, where x0, . . . , xp ∈
A∗ and b1, . . . , bp ∈ A are chosen in such a way that the unique (L,R)-factorizations of x are
(x0, b1, x1b2x2 · · · bpxp), (x0b1x1, b2, x2 · · · bpxp), . . . , (x0b1x1 · · · bp−1xp−1, bp, xp).
Since y 
 x, by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 we can write y = y0b1y1b2y2 · · · bpyp, where y0, . . . , yp ∈ A∗, so that, for
every i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
(x0b1x1 · · · bi−1xi−1, bi, xi · · · bpxp) and (y0b1y1 · · · bi−1yi−1, bi, yi · · · bpyp)
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are equivalent (L,R)-factorizations (however, we can have other (L,R)-factorizations of y). In the category K,
for each i ∈ {0, . . . , p}, the arrow
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bi), (xibi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) (xi,xi)−−−−−→ ((x0b1 · · · xi−1bixi), (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp))
has a bonded factorization. Since  satisﬁes (pbd), one has
(y0b1 · · · yi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp)  (y0b1 · · · yi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp)
and
(y0b1 · · · yi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)  (y0b1 · · · yi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp).
Then
y = (y0b1 · · · yp−1bpyp)  (y0b1 · · · yp−1bpxp)
 (y0b1 · · · yp−2bp−1xp−1bpxp)
...
 (x0b1 · · · xp−1bpxp)
= x.
Hence  is a morphism of ordered monoids from (Nbd,, ) to (M, ). 
Proposition 4.8. Let M and N be monoids and let  : M → N be a surjective morphism. If the kernel category of  is
locally trivial, then M is a quotient of a monoid of the form Nun,. In the case that M is ﬁnite, Nun, can be constructed
from a ﬁnite alphabet.
Proof. We follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 4.6. Consider a surjective morphism  : A∗ → M , for some
alphabet A, and take  =  : A∗ → N and Nun, = A∗/∼un,. Assume that Ker() is locally trivial. We will prove
that, for any x, y ∈ A∗, x ∼un, y implies x = y. Let x, y ∈ A∗ and suppose that x ∼un, y. One has x = y.
Given u0, u1 ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A, in the category K we have the arrow (u0, (au1)) (a,a)−−−−→ ((u0a), u1). Hence
the objects (u0, (au1)) and ((u0a), u1) are bonded to each other if and only if there exists u ∈ A∗ such that
u0 = (u0au) and (uau1) = u1, that is if and only if the factorization (u0, a, u1) is not unambiguous.
In the case where x has no unambiguous factorization, if x = a1 · · · an, where a1, . . . , an ∈ A, then any two objects
of the category K of the form
((a1 · · · ai−1), (ai · · · an)) and ((a1 · · · ai), (ai+1 · · · an)),
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are bonded to each other. Then so are the objects (1, x) and (x, 1). Since in K we have
and Ker() is locally trivial, it follows x = y.
Now, we consider the case where x has some unambiguous factorization. The same happens to y, since x ∼un, y.
Set then x = x0b1x1b2x2 · · · bpxp, where x0, . . . , xp ∈ A∗ and b1, . . . , bp ∈ A, such that the triples
(x0, b1, x1b2x2 · · · bpxp), (x0b1x1, b2, x2 · · · bpxp), . . . , (x0b1x1 · · · bp−1xp−1, bp, xp)
are the unique unambiguous factorizations of x. By Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1, y = y0b1y1b2y2 · · · bpyp, where y0, . . . , yp ∈
A∗, such that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the factorizations
(x0b1x1 · · · bi−1xi−1, bi, xi · · · bpxp) and (y0b1y1 · · · bi−1yi−1, bi, yi · · · bpyp)
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are equivalent. As in the proof of Proposition 4.6, we can conclude that, for any i ∈ {0, . . . , p}, in K the objects
((x0b1 · · · xi−1bi), (xibi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)) and ((x0b1 · · · xi−1bixi), (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp))
are bonded to each other. Furthermore, each pair (xi, xi), (yi, yi) is an arrow between these objects. Since Ker()
is locally trivial, we then obtain
(x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp) = (x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1xi+1 · · · bpxp)
and
(x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · xi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp) = (x0b1 · · · xi−1bi) · yi · (bi+1yi+1 · · · bpyp).
Hence x = y, as in the proof of Proposition 4.6. Therefore, M is a quotient of Nun,. 
4.3. Other expansions
We will now compare some of the expansions presented in Section 4.1 with other known expansions.
First we consider two of the ﬁrst expansions that have appeared in the literature, the Rhodes expansions; see [12,
Chapter XII by B. Tilson; 4,13,31]. Let A be an alphabet, M be a monoid and  : A∗ → M be a surjective morphism.
The pair (M,) is then an object of the categoryMA. Let ML be the left Rhodes expansion of M, that is the semigroup
formed by all strict L-chains sn <L sn−1 · · · <L s1 of elements of M with multiplication
(sn <L sn−1 · · · <L s1) · (tm <L tm−1 · · · <L t1)
= Red(sntm L sn−1tm · · · L s1tmLtm <L tm−1 · · · <L t1),
where, given a chain (sn L sn−1 · · · L s1), Red(sn L sn−1 · · · Ls1) is the strict L-chain obtained by keeping
only the left most elements of the maximal substrings of L-equivalent elements. Let ML be the subsemigroup of ML
generated by the set of elements Red(aL1), with a ∈ A ∪ {1}. This is a monoid, though ML is not in general a
monoid. LetL : A∗ → ML be themorphism such that aL = Red(aL1) for any a ∈ A. The left Rhodes expansion
of (M,) cut to the generators A is then (ML,L). The map L : ML → M , (sn <L sn−1 · · · <L s1) → sn, is an
arrow in the category MA from (ML,L) to (M,).
For the next expansion we follow [13]; see also [33]. Let A0 = A ∪ {0}, where 0 /∈ A. Let MLK be the set of all
strings
(
(0, sn), (an−1, sn−1), . . . , (a1, s1)
)
of elements of A0 × M such that s1 L 1 and, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1},
ai ∈ A and si+1 L (ai)si <L si . This set is a monoid with product given by(
(0, sn), (an−1, sn−1), . . . , (a1, s1)
) · ((0, tm), (bm−1, tm−1), . . . , (b1, t1))




(sn <L sn−1 · · · <L s1) · (tm <L tm−1 · · · <L t1) = (sntm <L sik tm <L · · · <L si1 tm <L tm−1 · · · <L t1)




. Let MLK be the submonoid of M
L
K generated by the set of elements of the
form
(
(0, a), (a, 1)
)




if a L 1, for a ∈ A. Let LK : A∗ → MLK be the morphism such
that aLK =
(
(0, a), (a, 1)
)




if a L 1, for a ∈ A. The pair (MLK,LK) is the left
Karnofsky–Rhodes expansion of (M,) cut to the generators A. The map LK : MLK → M ,
(
(0, sn), (an−1, sn−1), . . . ,
(a1, s1)
) → sn, is an arrow in MA from (MLK,LK) to (M,).
It is routine to show that the reverse derived categories of L and LK are locally trivial; see [13]. As consequence
we have the following.
Proposition 4.9. The morphisms L : ML → M and LK : MLK → M satisfy property (rd).
Proposition 4.9 implies, by the proof of Proposition 4.6, that there are surjective morphisms L : Mrd, → ML,
urd → uL, and LK : Mrd, → MLK , urd → uLK , which are arrows in the category MA from (Mrd,,rd) to
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(ML,L) and (MLK,LK), respectively. Let us give an example that shows that Mrd, is in general bigger than ML and
MLK . Take the idempotent monoid of cardinal two, U1 = {0, 1}, a two letters alphabet A = {a, b} and the morphism
 : A∗ → U1 such that a = 0 and b = 1. Then U L1 and (U1)LK are isomorphic to U1. However, (U1)rd, has
cardinal three: its elements are 1rd, ard and a2rd.
In a similar way, the expansion ( )ld can be compared with the right Rhodes and right Karnofsky–Rhodes expansions
using the R order instead of the L order.
Now we will see that the expansion ( )un is precisely the expansion MK(I) deﬁned in [13], where I is the trivial
M-variety. Let A be an alphabet and let (M,) be an object of MA. We notice that Ker() = K. Let us adopt the
notation from [13]. Consider the surjective morphisms K(I) : A∗ → MK(I), u → (fu, u), and εM : MK(I) → M ,
the second projection. We have  = K(I)εM and, by Proposition 5.7 of [13], the kernel category of εM is locally
trivial. Then, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.8,  : Mun, → MK(I), uun → uK(I), is an arrow in the
category MA from (Mun,,un) to (MK(I),K(I)).
Proposition 4.10. The morphism  : Mun, → MK(I) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Deﬁne a binary relation 	 on category K as follows: for every pair of coterminal arrows
set
(u, u) 	 (v, v) if and only if xuy ∼un, xvy, for all x ∈ m1−1, y ∈ m′2−1.
This relation is a congruence on K. Let us see that the quotient category K/	 is locally trivial. Take a pair of
coterminal arrows
and let x ∈ m1−1 and y ∈ m2−1. We have (xu) = x = (xv) and (uy) = y = (vy). In particular,
(xuy) = (xvy). Let (x0, a, x1) be an unambiguous factorization of xuy with respect to . If u = u0au1 for some
words u0, u1 such that x0 = xu0 and x1 = u1y, then x0 = (xu0) = (xuu0) = (xu0au1u0) = (x0au1u0) and
(u1u0ax1) = (u1u0au1y) = (u1uy) = (u1y) = x1, a contradiction. Thus either x0a is a preﬁx of x or ax1 is a
sufﬁx of y. In the case that x = x0ax′0 for some x′0 ∈ A∗, (x0, a, x′0vy) is a factorization of xvy equivalent to (x0, a, x1).
In the case that y = x′1ax1 for some x′1 ∈ A∗, (xvx′1, a, x1) is a factorization of xvy equivalent to (x0, a, x1). Therefore,
any unambiguous factorization of xuy is equivalent to a factorization of xvy. Similarly, any unambiguous factorization
of xvy is equivalent to a factorization of xuy.
Hence K/	 is locally trivial. By deﬁnition of  in [13] associated to the trivial M-variety, we have  ⊆ 	. Thus,
given u, v ∈ A∗, if uK(I) = vK(I) then u = v and 1fu1 = 1fv1, which means that in the category K the arrows
(u, u) and (v, v) from (1, u) to (u, 1) are -congruent. Then they are also 	-congruent, in particular u ∼un, v.
Hence  is an isomorphism. 
5. Applications to languages
5.1. Variants of the concatenation product
Let V be an M-variety. We denote by Vld (resp. Vrd, Vbd, Vun) the M-variety generated by the class of all monoids of
the form Mld, (resp. Mrd,, Mbd,, Mun,) constructed from ﬁnite alphabets, for M ∈ V. Similarly, Vpbd denotes the
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OM-variety generated by the class of all ordered monoids of the form (Mbd,, ) constructed from ﬁnite alphabets,
for M ∈ V. We represent by Vld (resp. Vrd, Vbd, Vun) the smallest M-variety containing V and closed under the
correspondence M → Mld, (resp. M → Mrd,, M → Mbd,, M → Mun,), where these monoids are obtained from
ﬁnite alphabets.
The next result is an immediate consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 4.4.
Proposition 5.1. Let V be a locally ﬁnite M-variety and let A be an inﬁnite alphabet. Then the M-varieties Vld, Vrd,
Vbd and Vun are locally ﬁnite and are deﬁned by the sets of identities
{




x = y | x ∼rd,V,A y
}
,{




x = y | x ∼un,V,A y
}
, respectively. The OM-variety Vpbd is deﬁned by the set of iden-
tities
{




From Proposition 2.1 we can conclude more: each set of identities of Proposition 5.1 is precisely the set of all
identities satisﬁed by the corresponding M-variety or OM-variety.
The following proposition follows from Section 4.2.
Proposition 5.2. Let V be an M-variety. Then:
(i) The M-variety Vld (resp. Vrd, Vbd) is the class of all ﬁnite monoids M such that there exist a monoid N ∈ V and
a relational morphism from M to N satisfying property (ld) (resp. (rd), (bd)). The M-variety Vun is the class of
all ﬁnite monoids M such that there exist a monoid N ∈ V and a relational morphism from M to N whose kernel
category is locally trivial.
(ii) The OM-variety Vpbd is the class of all ﬁnite ordered monoids (M, ) such that there exist a monoid N ∈ V and
a relational morphism M → N satisfying property (pbd).
The next results show that the expansions we have deﬁned are an algebraic counterpart for unambiguous, left
deterministic, right deterministic and bideterministic concatenation products. The following one is an adaptation of
Theorems 2.3 and 3.5 of [24]. In fact, a careful analysis of the their proofs shows that the varieties of languages
corresponding to the unambiguous product can be described using only positive boolean algebras; see proofs of
Proposition 3.3 of [9] and Proposition 2.2 of [24].
Theorem 5.3 (Pin et al. [24]). Let V be an M-variety and consider the M-varieties Vun and Vun. Then, for every
ﬁnite alphabet A,
(i) A∗Vun is the positive boolean algebra generated by the languages of A∗V together with the unambiguous products
L0aL1, where L0, L1 ∈ A∗V and a ∈ A.
(ii) A∗Vun is the smallest positive boolean algebra containingA∗V and closed under unambiguous product (L0, a, L1)
→ L0aL1. Moreover, A∗Vun consists of all ﬁnite disjoint unions of languages that are in A∗V or that are
unambiguous products L0a1L1 · · · anLn, where n ∈ N, L0, . . . , Ln ∈ A∗V and a1, . . . , an ∈ A.
Similar results hold for left and right deterministic products [9]. The next one shows that the bideterministic case is
different.
Theorem 5.4 (Branco [9] and Pin et al. [25]). Let V be an M-variety and consider the OM-variety Vpbd and the
M-varieties Vbd and Vbd. Then, for every ﬁnite alphabet A,
(i) A∗Vpbd and A∗Vbd are the positive boolean algebra and the boolean algebra, respectively, generated by the
languages of A∗V together with the bideterministic products L0aL1, where L0, L1 ∈ A∗V and a ∈ A;
(ii) A∗Vbd is the smallest boolean algebra containing A∗V and closed under bideterministic product (L0, a, L1) →
L0aL1.
The closures of a variety of languages under the unambiguous, left deterministic and right deterministic products
are also characterized by Malcev products. In fact, it follows from [24] that Vun is precisely the Malcev product of the
S-variety of locally trivial semigroups with V. The M-variety Vld (resp. Vrd) is the Malcev product of K (resp. Kr) with
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V, where K (resp. Kr) is the S-variety of ﬁnite semigroups S such that eS = e (resp. Se = e) for every idempotent e
of S, since they have the same associated variety of languages; see [16,17].
5.2. The case of the variety J1
We now consider the M-variety J1 of all ﬁnite idempotent and commutative monoids. From now on, the letter A will
denote an inﬁnite alphabet unless otherwise stated.
Proposition 5.5. The M-variety (J1)ld is deﬁned by the identities
xyxzx = xyzx and xzywxy = xzywyx.
Proof. An identity u = v is satisﬁed by J1 if and only if C(u) = C(v). So a triple (u0, a, u1) ∈ A∗ × A × A∗
is an R-factorization of a word u with respect to J1,A if and only if u = u0au1 and a /∈ C(u0). Moreover, every
word u of A+ can be decomposed into the form u = a1u1a2u2 · · · anun, where a1, . . . , an are distinct letters and
u1 ∈ a∗1 , u2 ∈ {a1, a2}∗, . . . , un ∈ {a1, . . . , an}∗. This factorization gives all R-factorizations of u with respect to
J1,A.
Now it is clear from Proposition 5.1 that the identities
(1) xyxzx = xyzx and
(2) xzywxy = xzywyx
are satisﬁed by (J1)ld. We will see that every identity satisﬁed by (J1)ld can be deduced from identities (1) and (2).
Let u = v be an identity satisﬁed by (J1)ld. Then u ∼ld,J1,A v and so, by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1,
u = a1u1a2u2 · · · anun and v = a1v1a2v2 · · · anvn,
where
(a) a1, . . . , an are distinct letters,
(b) u1, v1 ∈ a∗1 , u2, v2 ∈ {a1, a2}∗, . . . , un, vn ∈ {a1, . . . , an}∗ and
(c) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, C(uiai+1ui+1 · · · anun) = C(viai+1vi+1 · · · anvn).
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we deﬁne a word u′i as follows:• if ui = 1, u′i = 1;• if C(ui) =
{
ak1 , . . . , akp
}
, where 1k1 < · · · < kp i, u′i = ak1 · · · akp .
We also deﬁne, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a word wi :
• if C(ui) \C(ui+1 · · · un) = ∅, wi = 1;
• if C(ui) \C(ui+1 · · · un) =
{
ak1 , . . . , akp
}
, where 1k1 < · · · < kp i, wi = ak1 · · · akp .
Identity (1) implies (replacing z by 1) xyx2 = xyx and this identity together with the identity (2) imply the identity
a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aiui = a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aiu′i , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore, one can deduce from (1) and (2)
the identities
a1u1 · · · anun = a1u1 · · · an−1un−1anu′n
= a1u1 · · · an−2un−2an−1u′n−1anu′n
...
= a1u′1 · · · anu′n.
It is easy to see thatC(wiwi+1 · · ·wn) = C(uiui+1 · · · un), for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, andhenceC
(
u′i
) \C(wi+1 · · ·wn) =
C(ui) \C(ui+1 · · · un), for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then one can deduce from (1) the identities
a1u
′
1 · · · anu′n = a1u′1 · · · an−1u′n−1anwn
= a1u′1 · · · an−2u′n−2an−1wn−1anwn
...
= a1w1 · · · anwn.
Therefore, the identity u = a1w1 · · · anwn is deducible from (1) and (2).
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It is straightforward to show that C(uiui+1 · · · un) = C(vivi+1 · · · vn), for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consequently
C(ui) \C(ui+1 · · · un) = C(vi) \C(vi+1 · · · vn), for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus, we can deduce from (1) and (2) the
identity v = a1w1 · · · anwn as before. Hence, u = v is deducible from (1) and (2). 
Dually, the M-variety (J1)rd is deﬁned by the identities xyxzx = xyzx and xywyzx = yxwyzx.
We observe that the identities in Proposition 5.5 allow us to recover in an easy way the identities describing J1 ∗ J1
given in [18]. Hence (J1)ld ⊆ J1 ∗ J1. However, this inclusion is strict.
The next proposition gives a ﬁnite basis of identities for (J1)bd.
Proposition 5.6. The M-variety (J1)bd is deﬁned by the identities
(1) xyxzx = xyzx,
(2) xzywxy = xzywyx,
(3) xywyzx = yxwyzx and
(4) xzxywy = xzyxwy.
Proof. A triple (u0, a, u1) ∈ A∗ × A × A∗ is an (L,R)-factorization of a word u with respect to J1,A if and only if
u = u0au1 and a /∈ C(u0) ∪ C(u1). Therefore identities (1), (2), (3) and (4) are satisﬁed by (J1)bd by Proposition 5.1.
Let u = v be an identity satisﬁed by (J1)bd. Then, by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1,
u = u0a1u1 · · · anun and v = v0a1v1 · · · anvn,
where
(a) a1, . . . , an ∈ A,
(b) u0, . . . , un, v0, . . . , vn ∈ A∗,
(c) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, |u|ai = |v|ai = 1,
(d) |u|a, |v|a > 1, for any a ∈ C(u) \ {a1, . . . , an}, and
(e) for any i ∈ {0, . . . , n},
• C(u0a1u1 · · · aiui) = C(v0a1v1 · · · aivi) and
• C(uiai+1ui+1 · · · anun) = C(viai+1vi+1 · · · anvn).
Let C(u0) = {b1, . . . , bp1} and C(un) = {c1, . . . , cpn} and deﬁne w0 = b21 · · · b2p1 and wn = c21 · · · c2pn . For each




. Then, by condition (d), identities (2)–(4) imply the identity
u = br11 · · · b
rp1
p1 a1u1 . . . anun.
Identity (1) implies the identities xyx = xyx2, xyx = x2yx and x2 = x3. Then, by (d), identity (1) implies the identity
b
r1
1 · · · b
rp1
p1 a1u1 . . . anun = w0a1u1 . . . anun.
Similarly, from the identities (1)–(4) we deduce
u = w0a1u1 . . . an−1un−1anwn.
Since C(u0) = C(v0) and C(un) = C(vn), we also deduce from (1)–(4) the identity v = w0a1v1 . . . an−1vn−1anwn.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. The conditions above imply
C(ui) ∪
[
C(u0u1 · · · ui−1) ∩ C(ui+1ui+2 · · · un)
] = C(vi) ∪ [C(v0v1 · · · vi−1) ∩ C(vi+1vi+2 · · · vn)] .
Set C(u0u1 · · · ui−1) ∩ C(ui+1ui+2 · · · un) =
{
d1, . . . , dp
}
. Then identity (1) implies the identity
w0a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aiuiai+1ui+1 · · · an−1un−1anwn
= w0a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aiuid1 · · · dpai+1ui+1 · · · an−1un−1anwn.
Let {e1, . . . , ek} = C(ui) ∪
{
d1, . . . , dp
}
. By condition (d), identities (1)–(4) imply, as before, the identity
w0a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aiuid1 · · · dpai+1ui+1 · · · an−1un−1anwn
= w0a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aie21 · · · e2kai+1ui+1 · · · an−1un−1anwn.
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Hence, (1)–(4) imply the identity
u = w0a1u1 · · · ai−1ui−1aie21 · · · e2kai+1ui+1 · · · an−1un−1anwn︸ ︷︷ ︸
u′i
.
In a similar way, (1)–(4) also imply the identity
v = w0a1v1 · · · ai−1vi−1aie21 · · · e2kai+1vi+1 · · · an−1vn−1anwn︸ ︷︷ ︸
v′i
.
For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the words u′i and v′i satisfy the same conditions as u and v, therefore there exist words
s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈ A∗ such that the identities
u = w0a1s1 · · · an−1sn−1anwn and v = w0a1s1 · · · an−1sn−1anwn
are deducible from (1)–(4). Hence the identity u = v is deducible from (1)–(4). 
Corollary 5.7. The OM-variety (J1)pbd is deﬁned by the identities
(1) xyxzx = xyzx,
(2) xzywxy = xzywyx,
(3) xywyzx = yxwyzx,
(4) xzxywy = xzyxwy and
(5) xx2.
Proof. We follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 5.6. It is clear from Proposition 5.1 that all identities (1)–(5)
are satisﬁed by (J1)pbd.
Let uv be an inequality satisﬁed by (J1)pbd, that is u 
J1,A v. By Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1, we can then write
u = u0a1u1 · · · anun and v = v0a1v1 · · · anvn
with conditions (a), (b), (c) and (e) of the proof of Proposition 5.6 and condition (d ′) |v|a > 1, for any a ∈
C(v) \ {a1, . . . , an}. The inequality xx2 implies
u0a1u1 · · · anunu20a1u21 · · · anu2n.
We have u20a1u
2
1 · · · anu2n ∼bd,J1,A v, thus the identity u20a1u21 · · · anu2n = v is deducible from identities (1)–(4) by
Proposition 5.6. Hence the identity uv is deducible from identities (1)–(5). 
Now consider the unambiguous product.
Proposition 5.8. The M-variety (J1)un is deﬁned by the identity xyxzx = xyzx.
Proof. It is easy to see that a triple (u0, a, u1) ∈ A∗ ×A×A∗ is an unambiguous factorization of a word u with respect
to the morphism J1,A if and only if u = u0au1 and a /∈ C(u0) ∩ C(u1). Thus the identity xyxzx = xyzx is satisﬁed
by (J1)un by Proposition 5.1.
Let u = v be an identity satisﬁed by (J1)un. Then u ∼un,J1,A v. There exist u′, v′ ∈ A∗ such that |u′|a2 for all
a ∈ C(u′), |v′|a2 for all a ∈ C(v′) and the identities u = u′ and v = v′ are deducible from xyxzx = xyzx. Let us
see that the words u′ and v′ are equal. We have u′ ∼un,J1,A v′. Any occurrence of a letter in u′ deﬁnes an unambiguous
factorization of u′ relatively to J1,A and the same happens with v′. Then there exist |u′| unambiguous factorizations
of u′ and |v′| unambiguous factorizations of v′. By Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 it follows that u′ and v′ are equal. Hence the
identity u = v is deducible from the identity xyxzx = xyzx. 
In the speciﬁc case of V = J1, different characterizations of the M-varieties corresponding to the varieties of
languages described in Theorem 5.3, its analogue for left and right deterministic products and Theorem 5.4 are known.
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They allowus to characterize the closures (J1)ld, (J1)rd, (J1)bd and (J1)un as follows: (J1)ld = R, whereR is theM-variety
of R-trivial ﬁnite monoids [10,12]; dually (J1)rd = L, where L is the M-variety of L-trivial ﬁnite monoids; (J1)bd =
J ∩ ECom, where J is the M-variety of J -trivial ﬁnite monoids and ECom is the M-variety of ﬁnite monoids whose
idempotents commute [25]; (J1)un = DA, where DA is the M-variety of ﬁnite monoids whose regular D-classes are
aperiodic subsemigroups [24,35,38]. As consequence, given an M-variety V, the hierarchies of M-varieties obtained
by iterating the operations W → Wld, W → Wrd, W → Wbd and W → Wun, which limit at Vld, Vrd, Vbd and Vun,
respectively, are in general inﬁnite since these operations preserve local ﬁniteness.
We now describe in a more explicit way the varieties of languages corresponding to (J1)ld, (J1)rd, (J1)bd and (J1)un.
We start with the next simple fact.
Lemma 5.9. Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet, L ∈ A∗J1 and u, v ∈ A∗ such that C(u) = C(v). Then u ∈ L if and only if
v ∈ L.
Proof. The syntactic monoid of L is idempotent and commutative, so u ∼L v since C(u) = C(v). Hence u ∈ L if and
only if v ∈ L. 
Given a language L over a ﬁnite alphabet A, the content of L, denoted by C(L), is the smallest subset B of A such
that L ⊆ B∗. Equivalently, C(L) = ⋃u∈L C(u).
Proposition 5.10. Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet, let a ∈ A and let L0 and L1 be nonempty languages over A.
(i) If L0 ∈ A∗J1, the product L0aL1 is left deterministic if and only if a /∈ C(L0).
(ii) If L1 ∈ A∗J1, the product L0aL1 is right deterministic if and only if a /∈ C(L1).
(iii) If L0, L1 ∈ A∗J1, the product L0aL1 is unambiguous if and only if a /∈ C(L0) ∩ C(L1).
Proof. (i) Suppose that L0 ∈ A∗J1. If a /∈ C(L0), then the product L0aL1 is clearly left deterministic. Conversely,
assume that the product L0aL1 is left deterministic and that there exists a word u in L0 such that a ∈ C(u). Write
u = u′au′′ for some u′, u′′ ∈ A∗. By Lemma 5.9, uu, uu′ ∈ L0. Hence, given v ∈ L1, we have uuav ∈ L0aL1 and
uuav = uu′au′′av with uu, uu′ ∈ L0, a contradiction.
(ii) Similar to the proof of (i).
(iii) Suppose that L0, L1 ∈ A∗J1. It is obvious that if a /∈ C(L0)∩C(L1), then the product L0aL1 is unambiguous.
Assume that the product L0aL1 is unambiguous. If a ∈ C(L0)∩C(L1), then there exist u0, u′0, u1, u′1 ∈ A∗ such that
u0au′0 ∈ L0, u′1au1 ∈ L1, a /∈ C(u0) and a ∈ C(u1). Let u′′0 and u′′1 be the words obtained from u′0 and u′1, respectively,
by erasing every occurrence of a. ByProposition 5.8 the syntacticmonoid ofL0aL1 satisﬁes the identity xyxzx = xyzx,
whence u0au′0au′1au1 ∼L0aL1 u0au′′0u′′1au1. But u0au′0au′1au1 ∈ L0aL1, so u0au′′0u′′1au1 ∈ L0aL1. Since a does
not occur in any of the words u0, u′′0u′′1 or u1, we either have u0 ∈ L0 and u′′0u′′1au1 ∈ L1, or u0au′′0u′′1 ∈ L0 and
u1 ∈ L1. Suppose, for instance, that u0 ∈ L0 and u′′0u′′1au1 ∈ L1; the other case is dual. Since C(u0au′′0) = C(u0au′0)
and C(u′′1au1) = C(u′1au1), it follows, by Lemma 5.9, that u0au′′0, u0au′′0au′′0 ∈ L0 and u′′1au1, u′′0au′′1au1 ∈ L1. We
then have u0au′′0au′′0au′′1au1 ∈ L0aL1, with u0au′′0 ∈ L0 and u′′0au′′1au1 ∈ L1 and also with u0au′′0au′′0 ∈ L0 and
u′′1au1 ∈ L1, a contradiction. Hence a /∈ C(L0) ∩ C(L1) as desired. 
The following corollary follows immediately from Proposition 5.10 along with Theorems 5.4 and 5.3 as well as its
analogues for left and right deterministic products.
Corollary 5.11. For any ﬁnite alphabet A,
(i) A∗(J1)ld (resp. A∗(J1)rd) is the positive boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form L or L0aL1,
where L,L0, L1 ∈ A∗J1 and a ∈ A \C(L0) (resp. a ∈ A \C(L1)).
(ii) A∗(J1)bd is the boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form L or L0aL1, where L,L0, L1 ∈ A∗J1
and a ∈ A \ (C(L0) ∪ C(L1)).
(iii) A∗(J1)pbd is the positive boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form L or L0aL1, where L,L0, L1 ∈
A∗J1 and a ∈ A \ (C(L0) ∪ C(L1)).
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(iv) A∗(J1)un is the positive boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form L or L0aL1, where L,L0, L1 ∈
A∗J1 and a ∈ A \ (C(L0) ∩ C(L1)).
Now we will see that we can restrict the set of generators in Corollary 5.11. We start with the following lemma,
whose proof is straightforward. In the sequel Sym(n) will denote the set of all permutations of the set {1, . . . , n},
for each n ∈ N.
Lemma 5.12. Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet and let n ∈ N.
(i) If a1, . . . , an are pairwise distinct letters of A, then
A∗a1A∗ ∩ · · · ∩ A∗anA∗ = ⋃
∈Sym(n)
A∗a1A∗ · · · anA∗.
(ii) If L0,K1, L1 ⊆ A∗ and a ∈ A \C(L0), then L0a(K1 ∩ L1) = L0aK1 ∩ L0aL1.
(iii) If K0, L0, L1 ⊆ A∗ and a ∈ A \ (C(K0) ∪ C(L0)), then (K0 ∩ L0)aL1 = K0aL1 ∩ L0aL1.
(iv) If B ⊆ A, b1, . . . , bn are pairwise distinct letters of B, L0 = ⋃∈Sym(n) B∗b1B∗ · · · bnB∗, L1 ⊆ A∗ and
a ∈ A \B, then L0aL1 = B∗b1B∗aL1 ∩ · · · ∩ B∗bnB∗aL1.
Lemma 5.13. Let A be a ﬁnite alphabet. The languages of A∗J1 are the ﬁnite unions (possibly empty) of languages
of the form B∗ or ⋃∈Sym(n) C∗c1C∗ · · · cnC∗, where B,C ⊆ A, n ∈ N and c1, . . . , cn are pairwise distinct letters
of C.
Proof. It is well known that A∗J1 is the positive boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form B∗ or
A∗aA∗, where B ⊆ A and a ∈ A. Then, given B ⊆ A and a ∈ B, the language B∗aB∗ belongs to A∗J1, since
B∗aB∗ = B∗ ∩A∗aA∗. Hence A∗J1 contains all ﬁnite unions described in the statement by Lemma 5.12(i). It remains
to show that these languages form a positive boolean algebra. They are obviously closed under ﬁnite union. Every ﬁnite
intersection of unions of languages of the form described in the statement is a ﬁnite union of languages of the form
(a) B∗ ∩ C∗, where B,C ⊆ A;
(b) B∗ ⋂(⋃∈Sym(n) C∗c1C∗ · · · cnC∗
)
, where B,C ⊆ A, n ∈ N and c1, . . . , cn are pairwise distinct letters of C;
or
(c) (⋃∈Sym(k) B∗b1B∗ · · · bkB∗
)⋂(⋃
∈Sym(n) C∗c1C∗ · · · cnC∗
)
, where B,C ⊆ A, k, n ∈ N, b1, . . . , bk are
pairwise distinct letters of B and c1, . . . , cn are pairwise distinct letters of C.
In (a) we have B∗ ∩ C∗ = (B ∩ C)∗. The intersection in (b) is
⋃
∈Sym(n)
(B ∩ C)∗c1(B ∩ C)∗ · · · cn(B ∩ C)∗
if c1, . . . , cn ∈ B, and empty otherwise. In case (c) let {b1, . . . , bk, c1, . . . , cn} = {a1, . . . , ap}, where a1, . . . , ap
are pairwise distinct. Then the intersection is
⋃
∈Sym(p)
(B ∩ C)∗a1(B ∩ C)∗ · · · ap(B ∩ C)∗
if b1, . . . , bk ∈ C and c1, . . . , cn ∈ B, and empty otherwise. Hence the unions described in the statement are closed
under ﬁnite intersection. 
We can now conclude the following proposition, which follows from Corollary 5.11, Lemmas 5.13, 5.12 and its
dual.
Proposition 5.14. In Corollary 5.11, the language L can be chosen of the form B∗ or A∗cA∗, where B ⊆ A and c ∈ A,
and L0 and L1 can be chosen of the form B∗ or C∗cC∗, where B,C ⊆ A and c ∈ C, with the same restrictions on the
letter a.
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From Theorem 5.3, its analogues for left and right deterministic products and Corollary 5.11(i) and (iv), we obtain
the next result on M-varieties.
Corollary 5.15. (J1)un = (J1)ld ∨ (J1)rd.
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